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Abstract

In this paper, we study the highly competitive arena of baby naming. Through making several
Extremely Reasonable Assumptions (namely, that parents are myopic, perfectly knowledgeable agents
who pick a name based solely on its “uniquness”), we create a model which is not only tractable and
clean, but also perfectly captures the real world. We then extend our investigation with numerical
experiments, as well as analysis of large language model tools. We conclude by discussing avenues for
future research.

1 Introduction

The most important decision in any child’s life happens shortly after they are born and is made entirely
without their input or approval - their naming. The name given to a child is traditionally kept throughout
their life time and has significant impact on their future life path. This momentous decision is made by
parents with little education in the game theory inherently present in the highly competitive field of naming.

We attempt to assist these parents with a simple primer into the game theory underpinning the decision of
naming. We will introduce the basic set-up of the naming game and formalize the parameters and incentives,
wherein parents have some desired properties of the name. We then describe the pitfalls of the most simple
interpretations of these models, particularly the dangers of myopic action. Finally, we present experimental
results demonstrating the shift in name distributions under this model. These experiments underline the
inherent risks in naming a child and highlight how altering various parameters can change the outcomes of
naming strategies.

2 Related works

Surprisingly, no one has ever done any research on naming strategies (so long as you conveniently ignore
[4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25] and likely other work).

∗With apologies to John Green [12].
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3 Model

Naming a child is akin to choosing an outfit for the Oscars. It must be unique enough to stand out - no one
wants to show up to the Oscars in the same dress - but it must also be similar enough to be recognizable
as a name. Lady Gaga’s meat dress is fine for an afternoon, but a child named “Meat Dress” would soon
become discontented, if not the plaintiff of a lawsuit. Thus, we model name selection based on the desired
“uniqueness” of the name.

3.1 Name frequency and choice model

First, we present our formal model. Assume there is some set of names A. At a time point i, we assume
there exists a discrete distribution of popularity over names

fi(a) = ν

such that f(a) ∈ [0, 1],
∑

a∈A fi(a) = 1. For simplicity, we assume that every name has unique frequency:
that is, fi(aj) ̸= fi(ak) for j ̸= k.

Next, we model parental preferences. It is well-known that parents are always in complete agreement over
the name they would prefer to pick for their newborn child. Therefore, we will treat the parents of each
child as a unit, and assume that each set of parents j ∈ P has some preference over the proportion of the
population that would share the same name as their child (we also assume each parental unit has exactly 1
child). For example, µj = 0.01 means that parental unit j wants their child to have a name that is shared
by 1% of the population. We will use

g(µ) = p

to mean that p ∈ [0, 1] proportion of parents want a name with popularity µ. For example, if µ = 0.1
and p = 0.2, then this means that 20% of parents want a name with popularity 10%. This set-up gives us
convenient parameters for the model and just enough Greek letters to sound smart enough for publication.

In general, we will assume that parents are myopic, with new parents having no concept of time but perfect
access to baby name data. We find this a realistic assumption. Mathematically, parents at time step i will
pick the name a that currently is closest to their desired frequency µj . Given this assumption, then at time
step i+1, the proportion of babies who have name a is given by the total fraction of parents for whom name
a is closest to their desired frequency.

3.2 Satisfiability

If parents are unable to infer the consequences of their actions and act myopically, then it can immediately be
seen that some parents will be deeply unhappy with said consequences: for example, if g(0.1) = 0.2 (as in the
example above), then the 20% of parents who wished that their name has popularity 10%, will end up with
a name that is more popular than they anticipated (when g(µ) > µ). For instance, a parent might anticipate
the name “Kate” would be a pleasantly traditional yet unique name with only moderate popularity. They
would be wrong [6].

Conversely, if we had g(0.1) = 0.05 (or g(µ) < µ), then parents would end up with a name that is less popular
than they anticipated. If g(µ) = µ, then we say the name with proportion µ is satisfied. Ideally, we would
like every name to be satisfied, or g(µ) = µ for all µ ∈ [0, 1]. However, that would give us a distribution with
total probability > 1, which is the sort of thing that makes statisticians sad. Instead, we see that the entire
naming distribution g(·) is satisfied if every name with nonzero popularity µ > 0 has exactly µ fraction of
the population that desires this name: {

g(µ) = µ µ > 0

g(µ) = 0 otherwise



3.3 Stability

Next, we consider an alternative property that we may wish to have: that the distribution of names be stable.
If an arrangement is stable, this means that given an existing distribution fi(a) and a parental preference
distribution g(µ), every name’s frequency will be exactly the same at the next time step i+ 1:

fi+1(a) = fi(a) ∀a ∈ A

The simplest way to achieve stability is if every parent would prefer to name their child after themselves. That
is, if every parent wishes their child to have the same “uniqueness” of naming they do, a sort of inheritability
of uniqueness - we name this the Dweezil Principle.

3.4 Extremely Reasonable Assumptions

The above model contains several Extremely Reasonable Assumptions (ERAs). The first ERA is the very
conservative assumption that there is only one gender, with all children and all names adhering to the same
gender. Thus any child may be given any name, so long as it exists in the names list1. Another ERA is
the Mayfly Parenthood Assumption, in which all parents perish immediately upon naming their child, which
makes the math substantially easier.

4 Illustrative example: power law distribution

In this section, we consider the case where both f(·) and g(·) are given by power law distributions.

Figure 1: Name frequencies from the Social Security Administration, for girls born in 2010[2]. Note the rough
power-law shape.

4.1 Modeling f(a), g(µ)

We begin by defining our variable for name popularity. The popularity of names has been shown to follow a
power law distribution [19] (see Figure 1) . We can model this as:

f(a) = K · a−t

where a denotes the rAnk of the name within a ∈ [1, N ], t is another constanT, and K is a normalization
konstant.

1If a fixed names list is good enough for the Scandinavians, it’s good enough for us [1]



Figure 2: Examples of different parental preferences: a preference for less common names (blue) and prefer-
ence for more common names (orange).

Next, we consider how parents pick the uniqueness of names for their children: the function g(·). Because we
are in the Power Law subsection, we will also assume that this distribution of parent preferences is a power
law. To minimize our use of variables, we will model this as:

g(a) = K ′ · (a′)−t′

where a′ is the desired frequency of the name (within the range [ϵ, 1], for ϵ > 0), t′ is another constant, and
K ′ is a normalization constant.

Note that for t′ > 0, we have that g(µ) is decreasing in µ: that is, more parents prefer names that are
uncommon. Conversely, for t′ < 0, we have that g(µ) is increasing in µ: parents prefer names that are
common.

4.2 Picking names: stability

Given a fi(a) and g(µ), the distribution fi+1(a) at the next time step is given by:

fi+1(a) = g(fi(a)) = K ′ ·
(
K · a−t

)−t′

= K ′ ·K−t′ · at·t
′

Note that this is again a power law distribution2, with parameter t · t′. Careful selection of the parameter
ϵ and analysis of the constants K,K ′ can confirm that this is a valid probability distribution, a task which
we couldn’t be bothered to do leave for the interested reader. Next, we can analyze the properties of the
resulting distribution.

4.2.1 Picking an uncommon name: a futile quest

First, we consider the case where t′ is positive, which corresponds to the case where most parents prefer
uncommon names. In this setting, we know that t · t′ is also positive, which means that fi+1(a) is increasing
in a. This tells us that a name with high popularity at time i will have low popularity at time i+ 1. Given
an original distribution of frequency over names shown in blue in Figure 4, if parents have a preference for
less common names, the resulting distribution will look like the orange curve: the least popular name has
suddenly become extremely popular, and what was popular at time step i has become horribly passé by time
step i+ 1. This means that names will see-saw in popularity from one time step to another, which explains
why both your grandmother and niece are named Mabel (Figure 3).

2This is why we like power laws.



Figure 3: Frequency of name Mabel (image from [3]).

Figure 4: Examples of naming frequency at time step i+ 1: the original distribution (blue), the distribution
after a preference for less common names (orange), and a preference for more common names (green).

4.2.2 Picking a common name: naming event horizon

However, parents might believe there are benefits to their child sharing a name with others (e.g., see [6]).
We can model this with the case where t′ is negative, which means that most parents would prefer names
that are relatively popular, with only a few parents preferring names that are less common. Mathematically,
this means that t · t′ is also negative, which means that fi+1(a) is decreasing in a. This means that popular
names at time step i are also popular at time step i+1: the relative order of name popularity stays the same
(as shown in the green curve in Figure 4).

If this process is repeated n times, with the same parental preferences, then the resulting power law dis-
tribution would have exponent t · t′n. For t′ > 1 (the “event horizon”), the means that the most popular
names gobble up almost all of the population, resulting in a black hole of names wherein infinite density will
eventually fall upon just one name.

5 Simulations

For simulations we use a log-normal distribution of parent preferences, rather than a power law as in Section
4, because a certain author was having issues with SciPy. We baselessly claim a log-normal makes sense
because name “uniqueness” is logarithmic; that is, a name belonging to 0.01% of the population is roughly
twice as unique as a name belonging to 0.1% of the population (when comparing to a baseline name with 1%



Figure 5: Parent preference distributions used in experiments. Logarithmic x-axis on the right, showing
the log-normal distribution shape. Each histogram represents a sample of 1 million parents from the given
distribution.

Figure 6: Resulting name distributions for children of parents with given preference distribution.

Figure 7: Various measures of parent error, meaning the difference between their chosen name’s popularity
and their desired name popularity. From left to right: ratio (true popularity divided by desired popularity),
absolute difference (absolute value of true−desired popularity), and error (absolute difference divided by
desired popularity). Note the adorable dinosaurs.

popularity).

We work with five different parent preference distributions, with popularity modes of 1% to 0.0001% (Figure
5). From each preference distribution, we generate a sample of 1 million parents, who each choose the name
which is currently closest to their desired popularity. The resulting distribution of names is shown in Figure
6. If parents prefer more unique names, the name distribution flattens, since there are many more names at
the low-popularity end of the scale for parents to divide between. If parents prefer very popular names, the



distribution is even more heavily weighted at the popular end than the original power law distribution. The
preference distribution centered at 0.1% in fact closely resembles the original power law distribution.

Measures of parent error (distance from goal popularity) do not show particularly interesting patterns, but
are included because they look like dinosaurs (Fig. 7).

6 Obligatory Kat-GPT experiment

Figure 8: Experiments with Kat-GPT

Because this paper was written in 2024, we include an obligatory section involving generative AI and LLMs.
It is fortunate that the most popular LLM of the year appears to be custom-made for this experiment:
Kat-GPT. Specifically, we asked Kat-GPT to give us its top ten names for a) a girl, b) a boy, and c) a
gender-neutral name (see Figure 8). Then, we calculated the frequency of those names within their gender
category (or within the total population, for gender-neutral). The results are given within Table 1.

The difference in mean popularity between “girl” and “gender-neutral” names and between “boy” and
“gender-neutral” names are both statistically significant at the p ≤ 0.05 level, while the difference in mean
popularity between “girl” and “boy” names is statistically significant at the p ≥ 0.05 level.

“girl” names “boy” names “gender-neutral” names
Mean popularity 0.6728 0.666 0.126
Std of popularity 0.134 0.212 0.0619

Table 1: Popularity of names given by ChatGPT (N = 10−eπ·i
queries for each category)

7 Extensions & Future Work

In this section we include multiple extensions that we considered but ultimately were too lazy to actually
finish.

7.1 Creation of new names

One of our Extremely Reasonable Assumptions is that there was a fixed list of names. However, new names
have occasionally been documented in the wild [22]. One extension could consider a strategy whereby parents
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Figure 9: An example of name mutation, where multiple novel (but related) names are displayed with their
edit distance from each other.

could pick a name a′ that has some distance d(a, a′) from an established name, and derive cost relating both
to the popularity of the “base name” a and the distance d(a, a′).

min
a,a′∈A

∣∣∣K · a′−t − µi

∣∣∣+ λ · d(a, a′)

where d(a, a′) is a distance metric between names (e.g., see Figure 9).

7.2 Non-myopic parents

Another one of our Extremely Reasonable Assumptions was that parents are myopic: that is, if they have
a desired name frequency a′, they simply blindly pick the name that currently has frequency a′, which can
lead to over- or under-shooting their desired frequency. However, emerging research [16] suggests that people
in fact reason strategically about their actions; if this is borne out, considering non-myopic parents may be
an interesting avenue of future research (i.e. not us).

8 Conclusions and implications

The science of naming has a long and illustrious history that we didn’t bother to look at. Instead, we arbitrar-
ily assigned a new(?) model to describe how parents ought to name their children - namely probabilistically.
This model has interesting implications, most interestingly that all naming strategies are futile. We also print
some plots, for both educational and entertainment purposes, which further emphasize these points and have
some nice dinosaurs. But overall, we find only one rule really matters when naming a child: when in doubt,
name it Kate.
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